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Berlitz tells of Bermuda Triangle mysteries
By Steve Matthews
Features Writer

u

Large numbers of ships, airplanes, and
people have mysteriously vanished from
the face of the earth in a triangular area of
space, geographically just east of Puerto
Rico. Charles Berlitz has labelled this area
the Bermuda Triangle.
Berlitz, a distinguished New York investigator and famed author of the bestselling book The Bermuda Triangle, spoke
to a crowd of more than 1,000 persons in
Tillman Hall auditorium Wednesday
night. His speech was the second lecture of
this year to be sponsored by the Speaker's
Bureau.
A Speaker's Bureau spokesman
requested that no one tape record the
speech because the Bermuda Triangle is
what Berlitz terms, "a rather sensitive
subject". The Coast Guard, Navy, and Air
Force deny the existence of the Bermuda
Triangle, Berlitz said.
Berlitz is a writer, not an orator, and his
lecture reflected this. He spoke in a soft
tone, avoided gesturing with his hands,
and aided his speaking by interspersing
slides in the talk.
A sincere, conservative man, Berlitz
was not comfortable in his role as a
celebrity: In a radio interview after the
speech, he spoke in a tone barely audible
from six feet away.
Drawing upon his five years of research
of the Bermuda Triangle, Berlitz argued
that the triangle does exist and related
various theories of what has caused this
phenomena — a phenomena which is still
occuring today, he contends.
An airplane disappears every two weeks
in the Triangle, and a ship or yacht
vanishes approximately every week,
Berlitz revealed. The Miami Coast Guard,
although denying the Bermuda Triangle's
existence, confirms these statistics, he
remarked.
"We have no idea how many disappearances there have been in this area,"
Berlitz stated. Since records of this
phenomena have been kept (1945), there
have been several hundred disappearances involving more than 1,000
people, he said.
The first well - documented example of a
disappearance occurred in 1945. Five U.S.
bombers, while they were returning to
their base, radioed that all their instruments were off, that they couldn't tell
where they were, or where they were
going, and that the ocean didn't look right
to them. A few seconds later they radioed
this message; "Don't come after us—
we're coming into the whiteness."
Although the Coast Guard conducted a
thorough search, no remains of the five
bombers was found.
It is hard to explain the absence of
remains from these vanishings. "In the
vast majority of cases, no wreckage has
been found, no oil slicks have been
created, no life boats have been found, and

no sharks have been sighted around the
disappearance," Berlitz said.
Still more incredible is the vanishing of a
massive oil tanker with no signs of its
disappearance. There was no oil slick, and
none of the crew of 45 was seen again.

Berlitz pointed out other amazing
examples. One man called for help while
on his yacht one mile off the coast of
Miami while looking at the Christmas
lights of the city. Twelve minutes later the
Coast Guard arrived, but could find no

signs of the yacht.
Twenty percent of the cases have involved the disappearances of passengers
and crew from their ships. Numbers of
ships have been found completely abandoned, except for a few animals left on
board, Berlitz related.
An extreme concentration of the earth's
magnetic field changing the molecular
composition of matter could be the cause
of the Bermuda Triangle, and the disappearances, he commented. The reasons
for this magnetic concentration are
unexplained.
There are, however, theories as to why
magnetic forces are created by extraterrestial beings. Some theorize that a
superior civilization from 12,000 years ago
is drianing energy from the traingular
area.
A joint team of American and Soviet
scientists will study the area of the Bermuda Triangle in 1976, Berlitz revealed.
Berlitz had a personal experience with
the Triangle five weeks ago while he was
on a radio ship promoting his book. For no
apparent reason the ship's instruments
quit working, the radio stopped, and a fog
covered the ship.
The Bermuda Triangle strikes back.

Ballooning: danger, fun, excitement
by Nancy Hutto
Assistant News Editor
"The excitement is there. Just picture a hundred balloons in a
big field with excited, high-energy crews preparing their
balloons for flight.
"It's really a powerful kind of thing." So says David Lauretti,
a Clemson senior who is part of the unique and unusual sport of
ballooning. Balloon enthusiasts claim a "renaissance of
ballooning in the United States."
Across the nation, ballooning is catching on as a sport which
offers a "thrill and challenge." Competitions are springing up in
states from Florida to New York to New Mexico.
Some of these meets last only a day or two, but many extend
over a week-long period. The balloonists compete to gain points
in various events testing the pilots' precision and accuracy in
handling the huge, brightly colored balloons.
These meets generate a feeling of excitement as hundreds of
balloons are packed into one area and rise skyward throughout
the meet, Lauretti said.
More than that, there is a congenial atmosphere, a clannishness among the balloonists. "Everybody knows almost
everybody else there. It's like a family. Everybody comes in
Winnebagos and camps out in the area. People have bonfires
going and that kind of thing. Some pitch tents right alongside the
dropfield," explained Lauretti.
Clemson University was exposed to a touch of this growing
sport when Lauretti, under the sponsorship of the Student Union,
gave a short course in ballooning on Monday. Participants
learned of the 18th century origin of ballooning and its continued
practice through the years.

Lauretti and Clemson graduate Scott Thomas explained the
principles of hot-air balloon flight, balloon operation, and
construction of the gondola and envelope.'
Colored slides gave a broad view of the many unique shapes
and colorings of balloons as well as a look at the festivities of the
competitions.
The highlight of the course was, naturally, the actual flight of
Lauretti's balloon. As the massive expanse of blue, red and
yellow material was spread across the ground, passers-by
began to gather. By the time the balloon was inflated to its full
70-foot height, excitement was rippling through the gathered
crowd.
Lauretti took course participants and photographers for brief
"tether" flights. Their reactions?
"Wow!"
"It was a lot of fun."
"It's great!"
The most common reaction, though, was just a big smile.
Lauretti's first reaction to ballooning was similarly enthusiastic. He took his first trip when his cousin Rocco Disanto
took him for a free flight two years ago in Liberty, S.C.
The two took off about 6:15 one morning as the sun rose.
Lauretti relates, "I can't even describe the feeling. You just get
really excited. Your adrenalin starts flowing when you're rising
up fast like that and the wind carries you. As soon as you leave
the ground, you leave that spot. You'll never land there again.
Your direction just keeps changing all the time."
Lauretti and Disanto touched down after an hour and a half of
flight. Two weeks later, Lauretti purchased his balloon for
$5,500.
"We mortgaged everything. We really wanted to do.it, you
know."
(continued to page ten)
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Problems demand
prompt action
In the first edition of the Tiger for this year, we
applauded the construction of the student
government wing of the new Union building, and
we expressed the hope that student officials
would prove themselves worthy of the new
facilities.
Unfortunately, due to a delay in the arrival of
furniture for the offices and chambers, student
government has not yet been able to take advantage of its facilities. Such delays are so
common here at Clemson that to comment upon
them is almost tantamount to wasting words.
Our purpose here, therefore, is not to lament
the delay in student government's moving into
its carpeted quarters, but to urge student
government to not delay in moving toward
getting something constructive done for the
student body.
In particular, we wish to urge the Student
Senate, which is now functioning, to take the
initiative in coming up with reasonable solutions
to the pressing problems facing Clemson
students.
At Monday night's senate session, a number of
important matters were discussed. Academic
dishonesty, the allocation of University space to
organizations, and an escort service to and from
the outlying parking lots are in no way.minor
matters and do not lend themselves to easy
solutions.
Student Senators are going to have to work and
work hard if they are to be successful in solving
these problems.
In addition to these matters, which have only
recently reached the stage of open discussion,
there are still the controversial issues of last
year lurking in the senate's future. One of these
is the question of how the student media should
be organized.
Timing and skillful political manuevering
combined to prevent this issue from being
resolved last year. Instead a committee was
created to study the question.
Next week the senate will elect its representatives to serve on the committee and, hopefully,
before long the committee will have accomplished its research and will have reported
its findings to the senate for action.
It is imperative that senators make themselves aware of the facts of this issue. It is important that they act carefully, cautiously, and
intelligently, for their decision to either
recommend or fail to recommend the establishment of a department of student media will have
a tremendous effect on the future of student
media.
Ticket distribution is still not solved. Inconsistency in the academic hours required of
candidates for student government offices exist.
Parking is still a problem. Housing, health, and
food are still areas of concern.
In short, the list of problems at Clemson grows
longer each day. The Student Senate can shorten
the list if only it will. The senate must be
deliberate in its actions, but it cannot
procrastinate. The problems of the student body
demand action. With or without a chamber, the
senate must act.
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Letters.
Park question
still an issue
Two articles have recently
appeared in the Tiger which
mention a guest editorial I wrote
for the Clemson Messenger in
July about area park facilities. I
wish to comment on both.
First, the Tiger editorial of
Sept. 18 was misleading when it
mentioned that since my original
editorial in July, the city has
announced funding of a park near
Morrison. While technically,
funding for the park had not been
finally approved in July, plans
for its development had been
approved and, according to
Clemson officials, construction
on the park should be underway
by next summer.
Second, Mr. Lawrence Gahan
addressed a letter to the Tiger
last week about the park issue. In
his letter, Mr. Gahan suggested
that the Messenger editorial I
wrote was composed with more
attention to "controversy ... than
fact."
While the meaning of this
statement is somewhat vague,
Mr. Gahan should be aware that
every effort was made to include
correct and complete information in the editorial. He and
other Clemson officials were
consulted before the Messenger
editorial was written. Every
conclusion in the editorial was
supported with facts obtained
from
the
city's
own
"knowledgeable
individuals."
However, these are minor
considerations in the issue of
recreational facilities in Clemson. One of the points of the
Messenger editorial and the
major thesis of the Tiger editorial
was that Clemson University
should provide playground areas
for children of on-campus
residents. The problem was

discussed by the Tiger and
solutions were suggested. A
responsible argument
for
university parks has been advanced and it now appears that
the university has an obligation
to address itself to this issue.
Barbara M. Montgomery
Department of English

Tigers roar
at gamecock
In response to the letter that
appeared in the Tiger on Sept. 25,
by a "Clemson student for the
Gamecocks", we offer the
following rebuttal. We would like
to know why you are attending
Clemson University? It seems to
us that your rightful place is in
Columbia
with
"Carlen's
Darlins". You stated that the

Gamecocks were the best team in
the state, an opinion based on the
first two games of the season. But
as we're sure you found out this
week, two games do not make a
season. In college football it is not*
how you start out that counts, it is,
how you finish.
The Tigers have dropped to 0-3
this year, but even if they go 0-11
we will still be behind them 100
per cent. Clemson spirit is a
tradition, especially in football,
that is always present even when
victories are few and it will
remain a tradition as long as a
true Clemson alumni draws a
breath. Isn't it funny how
Carolina fans surface only when
they are winning.
WillD.
Chuck H.
George D.
EricL.
Johnny J.
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Assassination threats triple during September
by Kerry Capps
Managing Editor
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Treasury Department officials revealed
Tuesday that threats on President Ford's
life have tripled since Lynette "Squeaky"
Fromm attempted to shoot the president
four weeks ago.
Treasury Secretary William Simon told
the Senate committee investigating the
Secret Service that the government had
received more than 320 tips on threats to
the president's life during the first three
weeks of September. The Secret Service
usually investigates 100 such threats each
month.
The threats which were investigated
ranged from rumors and hoaxes to one
case Where a federal undercover agent
was offered $25,000 to kill Ford.
In response to the increased number of
threats the Secret Service began beefing
up its security forces accompanying Ford
on his current speech-making tour. Also,
Secret Service forces have been assigned
to protect announced Democratic
presidential candidates. Such protection
was not scheduled to begin until next
March.
Secret Service Budget Director James
T. Lynn said Congress would be asked to
appropriate an extra $13.5 million this
year and next to protect Ford and the other
presidential candidates.
PATTY NEARS "BREAKDOWN"
Lawyers for Patty Hearst claimed this
week that Ms. Hearst is on the verge of a
nervous breakdown, "vacillating in her
attitude toward her parents and lawyers
and impatient with discussions of her legal
case."
"She is deteriorating so rapidly that no
one will be able to determine what happened to her during her 19 months with the
Symbionese Liberation Army unless she is
given immediate pyschiatric treatment,"
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Ms. Hearst's lawyers said.
She is currently undergoing examination
by three psychiatrists and a psychologist
to determine whether she is mentally
competent to undergo cross-examination
at a bail hearing on her affidavit claiming
she was tortured and brainwashed after
she was abducted by the SLA.
Meanwhile, SLA member Emily Harris,
who was captured along with Ms. Hearst,
described Patty Hearst in a tape-recorded
statement as "a truly beautiful woman
who is being manipulated by her parents
into saying she was brainwashed."
Ms. Harris denied that she or anyone
associated with the SLA had ever brainwashed Patty Hearst.
"Who is brainwashing whom?" she
asked.

RFK MURDER INQUEST BEGINS
Last summer a Los Angeles County
superior court ordered a re-examination of
the ballistics reports on the gun which
Sirhan Sirhan allegedly used to
assassinate Robert F. Kennedy. A panel of
ballistics experts this week began to
examine evidence which could show that
more than one gun and more than one
assassin may have been involved in the
shooting.
The 1970 ballistics report seemed to
show that one of the bullets which struck
Kennedy did not match a bullet which
struck a nearby newsman at the site of the
shooting. Supporters of a "second gun
theory" hav^ argued that the investigation
into the shooting be reopened, and that the

gun used by Sirhan be refired to determine
whether the barrel rifling and straitions
match those on the bullet which struck the
newsman.
The experts may also check the composition of the bullets taken from Kennedy
to determine if they came from the same
source. Such tests could take several
weeks to complete.
WORLD PROTESTS EXECUTIONS
The Spanish government's execution
last Saturday of five men charged with
killing policemen has set off a wave of
protest from all over the world. The
protest has included demonstrations,
attacks on Spanish embassies and the
recall of more than a dozen foreign
diplomats from Madrid.
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'Promises, Promises' next Players' production
by Chester S. Spell
Features Editor
"Promises, Promises," the Clemson's
Player's latest theatrical effort, will be
presented to the student body and community early next week. According to
Mary Glazener, director of the play, the
players have been progressing exceptionally well, and many budding actors
will see their first roles realized in this
production.
Performances will be at 8p.m. in Daniel
Hall Auditorium from Oct. 6-11, except on
Oct. 10, when the performance will start at
9:30 p.m. because of Tigerama. There will
also be a full dress rehearsal open to the
public on Oct. 5, at 8 p.m.
According to Glazener, who graduated
from Clemson last year, the new talent as
well as veteran players have for the most
part enjoyed their roles. "I have been very
impressed with the spirit of cooperation
and amount of work put into the play by
everyone involved," Glazener noted. She
noted that in contrast to this play, the long
weeks of rehearsal have at times caused
anxiety and conflict among the actors.
Glazener pointed out that the most
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J. D. Sheldrake and Chuck Baxter

important factor of the work on
"Promises, Promises" by the players is
the teamwork involved to make next
week's show a success. "I can really appreciate the fact that the people in the
technical positions as well as acting have
been very responsible—everyone has
taken their part seriously, but most importantly, working as a team will make the
show."
Glazener cited several personnel as
contributing a very important part of the
production. "One of the most pleasant
surprises so far has been our technical
director, Stan Linter, who is doing a
fantastic job in his first major position in
the Clemson Players. Also significant is
that this time, for the first time in the
history of the Players, we have the Music
Faculty Director, William Campbell, as
our Director of Music, and directing
choreography is^Mable Wynn, who is also
our first faculty director in that department."
When asked about difficulties encountered by the Players in this
semester's first effort, Glazener replied,
"Our main concern all along has been
cramped space," adding, "with a cast of 30
in this production and all the technical
people, space is generally a very serious
problem. As an example of what problems
can arise in the situation of having only
one place to perform, our lighting
equipment will have to be completely reset
as a result of a show that was held in the
auditorium last week. Our own equipment,
which is very complicated for a show such
as this, had to be changed for the other
show which will now cost us a lot of time,"
Glazener said.
"Promises, Promises," is based on a
1963 Neil Simon movie "The Apartment."
The Clemson Players decided to perform
the play last summer, as Glazener said,
"because we felt it would be something the
Clemson students would like to see and the
Clemson Players would like to do."
Kevin House, Assistant Director of the
production and member of the Players for
almost 3 years mentioned, "Most of the
Players wanted to do a musical because it
is a good way to put on a first show of the
year. Musicals are a good note to start on
as they tend to go over well with the
audiences, and large casts are required so
everyone can start off the year getting
involved."
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Scene from "Promises, Promises" shows Fran (Leslie Wade) talking over her
problems with J. D. Sheldrake (Tom Pender), who is personnel manager of an insurance company.
The play itself is about the problems of
Chuck Baxter (played by Michael Easier),
who is attempting to become an executive
of a life insurance company. He is forced
to lend his apartment to his married
bosses for their extra-marital affairs. J.D.
Sheldrake (played by Tom Pender) is the
personnel manager of the company who
uses the apartment regularly. Chuck has a
hopeless crush on Fran Kubelik (Leslie
Wade), a waitress in the company's
executive dining room, not realizing that
she is Sheldrake's girl.
Glazener feels that "Promises,
Promises," offers the central "social
comment" as part of the play as well as
being very humorous. "One of the things
that I like a lot about this play," said
Glazener, "is that it is marvelously funny
while at the same time it puts forth a sort
of universal comment." "The play
essentially says that it is bad for people to
be used by other people, it is bad for both
the user and the used," Glazener noted.
"The fact that this comment can still be

To follow up the time trials held by the Clemson
Pedalers Cycling Club this past weekend, a 25-mile road
race will be held this Saturday on the same course.
Registration for the race begins at 9:30 a.m. and the race
will begin at 10:30. There is a $1 entry fee for those participants who are not Clemson students.

Tidbits and
Reams
By Matt Crawford
The Clemson University Jazz Ensemble will hold its
first meeting Thursday, Oct. 9 at 5:30 p.m. in the Band
Room. Anyone interested in the Jazz Ensemble who
cannot be at the meeting should call Dr. B. F. Cook at 6563094.
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presented and the entire play can still be
funny is great," she added.
One of the other factors which makes the
play notable, according to Glazener, is the
Burt Bacharach music used for the play
which contains several hit songs such as
"I'll Never Fall in Love Again." "The
music itself is very complicated," said
Glazener, "but it is very enjoyable to listen
to and even to see performed. I especially
feel that our new additions of Page Lee
Hite on bass and Bob Werblin on drums
have been outstanding in producing this
type of music."
Glazener mentioned that the players
would perform a dress rehearsal before
the public on Sunday, the day before the
play is to open. One of the main purposes of
this practice, Glazener commented, is to
find out just how an audience might react
to particular jokes and other parts of the
play so that the actors can know what to
expect in the actual performance.
But, as Tom Pender, who plays the part
of Mr. Sheldrake in the play noted, "Most
(continued to page twelve)

Fifty craftsmen from three states will be featured in the
Seventh Annual Spartanburg Arts and Crafts Show on Oct.
3, 4, and 5.
Admission pries of $1 for adults and 50 cents for children
will help support such civic projects as cancer education,
scholarships, and aid for retarded citizens. Hours for the
show will be Friday, 3 to 9 p.m., Saturday, 10to9p.m., and
Sunday, 1 to 6 p.m. at the Spartanburg Memorial
Auditorium.

The Neil Simon-Burt Bacharach-Hal David musical
"Promises, Promises" will be presented by the Clemson
Players on Oct. 6-11 at 8 p.m. and Oct. 10 at 9:30 p.m. in
Daniel Hall Auditorium.
The play, based on the movie "The Apartment," is
directed by Mary Glazener, a recent Clemson graduate.
Admission for the play is free.
Also, the public is invited to an open dress rehearsal on
October 5 at 8 p.m. in the Daniel Auditorium.
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'Aftermath chronicles search for Bormann
by Harry Bayne
Features Writer
(This book available at the Open Book,
University Square Mall.)
Ladislas Farago, who gained fame for
his 1969 biography Patton, does a complete
turnaround, subject-wise, in his latest
book, he writes about the "bad guys" of
World War II. Aftermath (New York:
Hearst Avon Paperbacks, $1.95,517 pp.) is
a progress report on the activities of »the
Nazi Party since 1945.
This exhaustive (and exhausting)
chronicle deals specifically with Adolf
Hitler's secretary and Third Reich
chancellor, Martin Bormann. This infamous treacherer supposedly took his
own life May 2, 1945. But Bormann's
determined will and ambition caused him
to stray from the Fuhrer's explicit
directives, so he fled his war-torn
homeland for the peaceful anonymity of
South America.
Farago reports that the late Argentine
President Juan Peron gave Bormann
asylum in Argentine after 1948. From
these protected headquarters, the aging
warrior was free to re-establish a Nazi
stronghold, aid in the escape of hundreds

of Nazi officials, and smuggle valuable art
and gold cargoes to Argentine via U-boat
with South American assistance.
The author began an extensive search
for the "dead" henchman in 1972 when
several skulls were unearthed at the site of
the Reich Chancellery in Berlin, destroyed
by Allied bombs in May 1945. Convinced
that Bormann had survived, Farago
journeyed to South America—long reputed
to be the hideaway of celebrated
recluses—and came face-to-face with an
ailing Martin Bormann in Tupiza, Bolivia,
in early 1973.
Aftermath is highly readable, well
researched, and interesting. WW II buffs
will be impressed with Farago's
dedication and attention to detail: how can
you miss anything in 517 pages? There are
32 pages of rare photographs, diagrams
and documents which add to the overall
impact of this work. This section alone
should attract many who find history
colorless and irrelevant.
Farago has injected new meaning into a
closed chapter of the bloody past, giving
an insight into the enigmatic mind of Adolf
Hitler and his followers up to the present.
In this single regard, Aftermath is an
important, necessary documentary for
concerned Americans.

CDA
Presents
THE DOOBIE BROTHERS
and

THE MEMPHIS HORNS
with special guests Hartsfield

Sat., Oct. 11 at 9:00 p.m. in Littlejohn Coliseum
Student Tickets $5.50

General Admission *7.25 Floor

Tickets Available In The Dining Halls, The U-Shop, and Tiger Rags
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Harvey: state executive's power increasing
By Kerry Capps
Managing Editor
The power of the executive branch of
South Carolina's state government is increasing in relation to the power of the
state legislature, according to Lieutenant
Governor Brantley Harvey, who spoke at
Clemson on Monday.
"South Carolina government has long
been legislature-dominated," Harvey
said, "but I think the power of the
executive branch in this state has increased significantly in recent years.
Through the federal revenue snaring
program and its process the governor is
required to play a major role in administering funding. This has helped the
office of governor increase in power.
This change has been healthy and good
for the state," Harvey added. "Things
have been way out of balance in the past."
Harvey said to go along with the overall
increase in the power of the executive
branch, the office of lieutenant governor
has taken on added importance during the
last decade.
"The only statutory duty of the
lieutenant governor in South Carolina is
still to preside over the Senate," Harvey
remarked," but right now the office has
become something of a unique hybrid —
one-half legislative and one-half executive.
While the lieutenant governor is not a
policy-maker, he can use his position to
speak out on issues to influence public
opinion."
Harvey said most of the lieutenant
governor's real power comes in his
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authority to appoint legislators to serve on
special study committees to investigate
areas where legislation may be needed. He
said such committees have recently investigated such issues as medical
malpractice
insurance,
no-fault
automobile insurance, and education
funding reform.
"South Carolina government
has long been legislaturedominated...things
have
been way out of balance..."
Harvey said the state government is
faced with solving a number of important
problems during the upcoming legislative
session.
He cited judicial reform as the major
issue facing the state legislature. "We
have all come to recognize that the court
system which has been adequate for 60 or
70 years is not now adequate, considering
the state's increase in population during
that time period.
"We have to face the question of how to
make the court system uniform — like the
state constitution requires," Harvey said.
"Also we have to consider what kinds of
new courts are needed and what kind of
expansion and reform we need in our
existing circuit court system.
"We also have to analyze our current
system to determine the source of the
slowdowns and backlogs in this system,"
Harvey added. "I feel that in our 'war on
crime' the most important thing is the

apportionment is illegal in that it does not
meet the 'one-man one-vote' requirement.
We'll have to face this if the Supreme
Court upholds that decision."
Harvey also said he would like to see
more extensive legislation in the areas of
ethics and gun control.
"I don't think the ethics bill we passed
was as strong as it could have been," he
said. "It needs some beefing up —
especially in regard to campaign financing
— but it does show legislative response to
public pressure demanding greater accountability from legislators."
He said the handgun control bill passed
last session requires detailed identification from those purchasing handguns. However, a provision which would
have imposed a 10-day waiting period
between the time of the application and the
purchase was defeated.
"We have legislation pending for 1976
which might still establish that provision,"
Harvey said.
Tideland and coastal zone management
legislation is another issue to be considered next session, Harvey said. "The
House passed a bill last session which will
provide for a separate state agency police
and protect the coastal zone plus a system
of permits for coastal zone use." Harvey
said the bill will be considered by the
Senate next year.
Harvey said he does not think having a
Democratic legislature and a Republican
governor will get in the way of needed
reforms to be considered next session.
"Basically, we are all in agreement on
what needs to be done."

swift administration of justice. Bringing
cases to trail in 60-90 days would be the
most significant thing we could do about
crime."
Harvey said he favors the implemntation of some sort of probationary
non-record procedure for dealing with
certain minor offenders — such as in
minor drug cases. This, he said, would
help take some of the load off the already
overcrowded state prison system.
Harvey cited reform in the area of public
school funding as another crucial issue
facing the state General Assembly next
session.
"We have introduced a 'minimum
foundation concept' for funding public
education," Harvey explained. Under the
present system the state contributes a
fixed amount per pupil to each school
district, with the remainder of public
school funding coming from county
property taxes. He said the current system
does not take into account a county's
ability to fund its school system.
"The reform idea is to base state funding
or need and the relative ability of a district
to fund public education," Harvey said. He
said the idea is to reallocate state funds to
offer more state assistance to low-income
school districts.
Harvey said another issue which must
be faced by the legislature this session is
the completion of revisions to the
legislative article of the state constitution.
"Basically we have to face the question
of whether to go to single-member districts
in the Senate," Harvey said. "The district
court has ruled that the state Senate's

The fever that wont break:
THE RISING COSTOF A MEDICAL EDUCATION.
Like most things, the cost of
|J|
attending medical school
has risen sharply
over the last
decade. To many
medical students %$/.,
that cost repreilp
sents a heavy
burden, a financial ^
problem that can i
affect your concentration.
It needn't be
that way. The
Armed Forces
Health Professions
Scholarship Program 1
was originated to
free you from those
worries. Men and
women who gualify
will have the costs of
their medical education covered, and
will also receive a
substantial monthly
allowance.
The program offers
more than tuition and
salary; it offers you the
opportunity to begin
your practice under very
favorable conditions. As a health care officer in
the military branch of your choice, you'll find
yourself with responsibilities fully in keeping with
your training, and with the time and opportunity to
observe a full spectrum of medical specialties.
When you decide on the specialty you wish to
pursue, you may find yourself taking those
graduate medical studies at one of our many
large and modern medical centers. If so, you can
■ count oh that training being second to none.
Both the clinical and research work being done
in them have made Army, Navy and Air Force
hospitals a major new national medical resource.
If s a long road, but the first step is simple. Just
send in the coupon. The details we send you may
make the whole way a little smoother.
"AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF DISEASE"
PUBLISHED BV LEA & FEBIGER-PHILADELPHIA.

Aimed Forces Health Care
DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE AND
THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT
Armed Forces Scholarships
Z-CN-105
PO BoxAF
Peona. IL 616W
Ves. I am interesied in Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship opportunities. I understand there is no obligation.
I am especially interested in:
D Army
□ Navy
□ Air Force
D Physician
D Dental
D Podiatry*
□ Optometry
I ] Veterinary*
□ Psychology (PhD)*
Name-

(Please Print)

Oty_

-Sex DMDF

_Zip_

Social Security*
Enrollment at
To graduate in_

4Schoo!)_
_Degree_
(month, year)

'Veterinary and Podiatry not available in Navy Program;
Podiatry and Psychology nol available in Army Program.
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Berger: Psychology prof or Catskills comic?
by Barbara Pinder
Features Writer
If Leonard Berger wasn't a professor of
psychology at Clemson, he would
definitely be a stand-up comic in the
Catskill mountains.
Students learn to love his loud clothes,
peculiar mannerisms, and fresh style of
pulling the class together. With Berger
"there is never a dull moment."
As a student in college, Berger
discovered that learning is an individual
event. He said, "the teachers that were
sincere and made the student learn the
work were the ones that really helped."
Berger feels that education now is set up
on a mass-production basis. According to
him, many people are concerned only with
the number of hours a student takes at
college. "The idea is to make the learning
experience more meaningful to the
student," Berger added.
He wants people to get involved in his
classes. Berger said that many professors
are guilty of "teaching material—not
students."
Although Berger never requires less
than the textbook requires, he feels that a
student can learn a "great deal more by
experiments held outside of the
classroom."
According to Berger, this helps everyone
get to know each other better, and learn
something in a fun way. "I'm really trying
to make learning more entertaining and
not such a passive experience."

Berger delights in watching people
make total fools of themselves. For
example, in one class, a back door sign
read: "We are testing a new wax, please
remove your shoes." Students hurridly
began removing their shoes—resulting in
hilarious chaos.
Another time, Berger and his bass
buddies decided to check the fishing in the
library pond. They were amazed at the

number of people who came to join them.
According to Berger, this is a sneaky way
of teaching his students all about conformity.
At one point, Berger said that he was
having trouble teaching his students about
industrial psychology. He asked how a
student was to understand money matters
in industry without getting totally involved. To teach his students, Berger let
the students raise money by selling
doughnuts and having raffles. The class
then had to decide what to do with the
money earned.
According to Berger, this forced the
students to get involved since there was
real money involved.
One day, Berger was curious to see if
truck drivers notice other people at a
diner. He and his class went to a greasy
spoon joint for a succulent dinner. Clothed
in full formal dress, they dined in elegance
with the rednecks. The truckers must have
thought that they were eating in a ritzy
restaurant.
Berger also likes his class to participate
in various situational role playing games.
The class divides up into several groups of
salesmen. Each person is assigned a
name, number of years with the company,
and a car. The cars consist of limitededition-straight-from-the-factory, so-badthat I'm-ready-for-Joe's-junk-yard, and
I'm-still-running-but-I'm-in-desperateneed-of-repairs. Then, according to
seniority, charisma, and need, the

students decide who will get the best car.
Fat psychology students can also laugh
at Berger's pants-pullup trick. Berger
instructs his students to count the number
of times he pulls up his flashy pants. If he
has lost weight during the summer, the
students must reach into their pockets for
their calculators. But, with a smaller
number of tugs, the average student grows
bored watching Berger's pants stay up.
In another playful mood, Berger gives
his students 30 seconds to arrange their
chairs in a semicircle. Before leaving the
room, he reminds the class that elementary students performed this operation in
only 28 seconds.
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Scholarship makeup
applications now due
The scholarship make-up period begins
on Oct. 1, 1975, with a deadline of Nov. 15,
1975, for application submission. New
scholarships as well as those that were not
awarded or unaccepted will be available to
students wishing to apply.
Need related scholarships require the
submission of a financial needs analysis
(commonly called a P.C.S.) at least four
weeks prior to the make-up period
deadline to allow for the appropriate
processing. Applications for no-need
related scholarships require no financial
needs analysis.
A list of scholarships available and information including the criteria for
selection is posted on the bulletin board
next to 106 Sikes Hall. Applications and
information may be obtained from the
Financial Aid Office located in 106 Sikes
Hall.

With inflation taking giant bites out of
everyone's wallet, more students are
finding that a part-time job is a real asset.
The Financial Aid Office is helping
students find jobs by offering an employment placement service. A student
fills out a brief application and the office
will notify the student when an employer
has a job opening.
Another service is the part-time job
bulletin board. Job openings for this area
are posted outside of the Financial Aid
office in Sikes. Students are encouraged to
come by and take a look.
There is also an employment service for
the different schools in the University. Any
school or college within the University
may call the Financial Aid Office when
they have a need for student employees.

Placement interview schedule
Eligible students interested in
scheduling interviews with prospective
employers may begin signing up for appointments, according to Al Mathiasen,
placement director.
The scheduling period will begin Monday in the placement library for interviews to be held Oct. 20-24.
Interview Date

Time Period

Company

Graduation
Date of
Students
Dec.-Aug.

Mon., Oct. 20

8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.

Tenn. Estman

Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues.,
Wed.,

9 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
8 a.m.-noon
9 a.m. 3:30 p.m.

Firestone
Ethyl Corp.
TRW-lmperial Mfg.
Kendall

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

21
21
21
22

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Wed., Oct. 22
Wed., Oct. 22

Preferred Majors
of Students

Acct., Chem., Ch.E., M.E., T.C
Text., T.T.
Ch.E., M.E.
Ch.E., C.E., E.E., M.E., E.T
M.E., E.T.
E.E., M.E., I.M., Text., Ch„
Text. So, T.T.
A.M., I.M., T.C, Text., T.T.
Dec.
Sophomores for I.M., A.M., Text., T.C.
intern program
Dec.-Aug.
Arch., C.E., E.E., M.E.
Dec.
I.M., T.C, Text., T.T.
Dec.-Aug.
C.E., E.E., M.E., E.T.
Dec.
A.M., I.M., T.C, Text., T.T.
Sophomores for A.M., I.M., T.C, Text., T.T.
intern program
Dec.-Aug.
C.E., E.E., M.E.
Dec-Aug.
Engr., A.M., F.M.
Dec.-Aug.
Dec.-Aug.
Dec.
Dec.Aug.

Burlington
i Burlington

Wed., Oct. 22
Wed., Oct. 22
fhurs., Oct. 23
Thurs., Oct. 23
Thors., Oct. 23

9
9
9
9
9

Fri., Oct. 24
Fri., Oct. 24

8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Charleston Naval Shipyard
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Morse Chain (Warner Borg)
/Vlallinckrodt has cancelled.

Fri., Oct. 24

a.m.-3:30 p.m.
a.m.-3:30 p.m.
a.m.-4 p.m.
a.m.-4 p.m.
a.m.-4 p.m.

Further information may be obtained
from the placement office, located on the
seventh level, above the loggia (656-2152).
Special Note: N. C. Dept. of Nat. and
Econ. Res., scheduled to interview persons
on Oc. 17, will accept Chem., Ch.E., C.E.,
and M.E. majors as well as E.S.E. and
W.R.E. majors as earlier announced.

Army Engrs.-Savannah
West Point Peppered
S.C. Electric & Gas
Burlington
Burlington

AVAILABLE FOR HOMECOMING WEEKEND

HARTWELL LAKE
Vacation Efficiency Housekeeping Cottages
Rt. 1, Port Bass, Fair Play, S.C.
For Reservations Call 882-7385
BRING YOUR BOAT AND FISHING GEAR

FOR PIZZAS & SUBS CALL
654-6990
Fast Free Delivery
From
Noon 'til Midnight
Weekdays
Noon 'til One
Weekends
Dine In-Carry Out
Or
Delivery
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Del Vecchio

Fellowships are offered
The National Research Council has
again been called upon to advise the
National Science Foundation in the
selection of candidates for the Foundation's program of Graduate Fellowships
and Postdoctoral
Energy-Related
Fellowships. Panels of outstanding
scientists will evaluate the qualifications
of candidates and announce the final
selection on March 15, 1976.
Initial NSF Graduate Fellowship awards
are intended for students at or near the
beginning of their graduate study. Subject
to the availability of funds, new
fellowships awarded in the spring of 1976
will be for periods of three years, the
second and third years contingent on
certification from the fellowship institution of the student's satisfactory

progress toward an advanced degree in
science.
Postdoctoral
Energy-Related
Fellowships will be awarded to persons
who will have earned by the beginning of
their fellowship tenures a doctoral degree
in one of the fields of science listed for the
NSF Graduate Fellowships or have had
research training and experience
equivalent to that represented by such a
degree, and who have held the doctorate
for no more than five years as of the
deadline for application.
The deadline date for the submission of
applications is Dec. 8, 1975. Further information and application materials may
be obtained from the Fellowship Office,
National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.

WE HAVE
Rain Jackets, Ponchos, Sweat Shirts,
Sweat Pants, Lee & Maverick Blue Jeans

JUDGE KELLER'S
Introducing the Medalist HI
Casual Flats in four styles.
Unconditionally guaranteed,
for only $19.95. We also ^V
have: Adidas, Pumas,
Converse,
Riddell,
Wilson, Head.

'HARRIS
SPORTING GOODS,
123 By-Paw, Senoca, SC [803] 882-3391
Grant Plan, Toccoa, Qa. [404] 886-6916
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Tigerama planned for homecoming weekend
By Dave Farmer
Tigerama,
Clemson's
annual
Homecoming production, will begin at 6:30
p.m., Friday, Oct. 10, as students, alumni,
and other supporters of Clemson prepare
for the Wake Forest football game to be
played in Death Valley a week from
Saturday.
The annual event, sponsored by Blue
Key National Honor Fraternity, will be
held as usual in Death Valley and will
feature an appearance by Cyndi Anthony,
the reigning Miss South Carolina.
Scott Shannon, an announcer with
Greenville radio station WFBC, will serve
as guest emcee and will be assisted by
Jerry Stonemetz, a member of Blue Key.
According to Eddie O'Dell, director of
Tigerama, tickets for the event which will
include six skits, the crowning of Miss
Homecoming, and a bicentennial
fireworks display, will be on sale in
Harcombe and Shilitter dining halls
beginning Wednesay. Tickets will also be
sold at the gate Friday night of Tigerama,
but, according to O'dell, students should
void the anticipated long lines there by
buying advance tickets. •
Tickets are also available from mebers
of Blue Key. The admission price is 99
cents.
Tigerama will officially begin witha pep
rally featuring the University band and
cheerleaders. At 7 p.m., Cyndi Anthony

will speak and then six skits will be
presented.
The skits will be produced by Phi Delta
Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Nu, Kappa
Sigma (fraternities), Kappa Alpha Theta,
and Delta Delta Delta (sororities). This
year's theme is "Bicentennial '75."
Prize money will be awarded each
participating organization with first,
second and third-place skits receiving the
top rewards.
Following the skits, the Pershing Rifles
will perform a precision drill and Miss

Homecoming will be crowned. The
evening's entertainment will close with a
bicentennial - oriented fireworks display.

and the emcee's
Tigerama.

Clemson's Alumni Association sponsored the first Tigerama in 1958, and

Money raised by the sale of Tigerama
tickets goes toward the expense of the
production with any excess being set aside
for future Tigeramas, according to O'Dell.

continued to produce the affair until the
early 60s when Blue Keytook over the
project. WSBF, Clemson's student radio
station, also plays an important role in the
production by taping in advance the
dialogues of the skits and then playing the
tapes during the skits. The station also
handles communication between stages

platform

during

Advertised across the state, the event
has historically drawn large crowds of
non-students and students. Last years
attendance has been estimated at 20,000,
and O'Dell expects an even larger
audience this year.

Miss Homecoming pageant
to be held Wednesday
Approximately 30 Clemson women
students will participate in the 1975 Miss
Homecoming pageant, scheduled for 8
p. m. Tuesday night in TiUman Hall
auditorium.
The field of candidates, representing
various student organizations, will be
narrowed to 10 semi-finalists by a panel of
judges. These top ten will then be voted on
by the student body on Thursday and the
contestant receiving the highest number of
votes will be crowned Miss Homecoming
Friday night at Tigerama.

m HJCK
IN CLEMSON
University Square Mall
654-6500

Back-to-Back and
La ugh-to-La ugh!
Never before and
never again a
week such as this!

Election polls will be set up at Schilliter
Dining Hall, the library, and on the Union
plaza.
There is no admission charge to attend
the pageant.

Funding hearings
set next week
The student government Finance
Committee will hold hearings on
emergency funding requests Wednesday
and Thursday in the student government
board room on the eighth level, above the
loggia. The hearings are open to visitors.

When someone spends
thirty years reminding people
to be careful with fire, and he
does it for no other reason
than to save our forests, he
makes a lot of friends.
Even if he s just i bear.

cusu
OCTOBERFEST
BEER GARDEN
Fri., Oct. 10

Cleavon Little
Gene Wilder
Harvey Korman
Madeline Kahn

Behind Hanover House
4-7 p.m.

Sunday-Monday
and Tuesday

Gene Wilder
Marty F eld man
Peter Boyle
Madeline Kahn

Shows At
7:20&9:15

LATE SHOW
FRI.-SAT.-SUN. 11:30 p.m.

a. 2.J1

STARTS WEDNESDAY
Sexier than the Marx Bros.
Handsomer than Laurel & Hardy.
But not as smart as The 3 Stooges.

October 2,1975

Band:
Sugar Creek

A MIKE NICHOLS FILM
WARREN
BEATTY

MARTCROWLEY'S
THE IDDTS IN THE E4ND*

Y-Barn in case of rain

JACK
NICHOLSON
In

THE FORTUNE
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Ballooning
(continued from page one)
With that balloon, Lauretti and Disanto
have opened Aerostat Odysseys, Inc., a
commercial office operating out of
Durham, N.C. The operation utilizes the
balloon for promotional events and the
training of individuals seeking a pilot's
licenses.
Lauretti explained, "My cousin handles
that. We made enough money to get back
our original investment and to get the
balloon paid-off. We're in the process of
getting a new one now. We have to hustle
commercially in order to keep the sport
within our financial realm."
However, Lauretti's main interest is not
commercial. "Mostly we've been to these
national championships and have done a
lot of pleasure flights. That's the kind of
fun things I like to do.
"A lot of balloonists now are into the
commercial aspect. They have balloons
where it takes you a lot less work, but also
takes away the pleasure as far as I'm
concerned. They design all these new

Alexander

Hot air is usually not contained so well
nor put to such constructive use at
Clemson as it is here. This giant balloon
will soon be floating over Tillman Hall.

things to make it efficient commercially
and put their balloons up in parking lots
and this kind of thing. I think that has
chances to ruin the sport. I look at it as a
private kind of experience," Lauretti
Soon after his memorable first flight,
Lauretti experienced his first solo flight. It
came about somewhat unexpectedly,
however.
"I was only a student then. I only had
only four flight hours and was up with my
cousin. When we came down we landed in
one spot and he jumped out of the balloon
with a tether line. The wind came up then
and blew the balloon off.
"I was heading right for some power
lines so I couldn't land. I had to blast off. I
didn't know how to fly it too well—but we
got on this two-way radio and Rocco just
told me to keep my cool together and
remember everything I'd learned and I'd
be alright."
Lauretti did keep his head together and
landed safely in a cow pasture some time
later.
Currently, Lauretti and Thomas are
arranging a lecture tour throughout the
nation. "We need to speak to a man in
Atlanta who arranges college lecture
tours. We've been thinking about the idea
of traveling from school to school where
we'd make just enough to live on and teach
folks how to fly balloons."
However, he points out that the tour will
require some investment and that he still
has "a lot of planning to do."
Meanwhile, Lauretti will continue attending as many balloon championships
as possible on his typically tight student's
budget. He and Thomas have been taping
and filming other pilots as part of the
production of a "how to" booklet on
ballooning while at these events.
Lauretti encourages students interested
in ballooning to get in touch with him at
654-6107.
"The thing that really excites me is the
free flight. You have a challenge once you
leave the ground and you become a free
balloon. It's your responsibility. You take
your life into your hands to land the
balloon safely. It makes it a wonderful
challenge. I just love to do it."

Alexander

One does not necessarily have to be a plant or a piece of fruit to trust one's life to a
hanging basket. From this point of view, however, one could have doubts.
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PAN AM CHARTER FLIGHT
8 DAYS
7 NIGHTS
$

419

Available At
Return coupon to:

TIGER
RAGS
University Square
654-6576

OpenFri

I™ ATLANTA
includes round trip airfare, hotel,
transfers, breakfasts, 2 theater tickets,
taxes, graditudes. (Trip limited to 180
passengers)
Age of Travel, Inc.
Educational Division
P.O. Box 1535 Clemson, S.C. 29631

Based on minimum pro-rata airfare. Maximum airfare will not exceed 20 per cent of
the minimum (in accordance with CAB regulations). Price does not include $3.00 U.S.
and $1.90 English tax.

"Clothes for the Individual"
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Senate considers committee posts, homecoming
by Jack A. McKenzie
News Editor
The Student Senate's second meeting of
the year, held Monday night in Brackett
Hall, resulted in the election of two
senators to serve on the Student Government Finance Committee, passage of
legislation designed to clarify rules concerning homecoming, recognition of
three new student organizations, and
discussions on various topics of concern to
the student body.
Jane E. Julian, a second-year senator
from Smith Hall, was elected to serve a
one-year term on the finance committee.
Freshman Terry Hall of B section of
Johnstone Hall was chosen to fill the
vacant two-year position on the panel
which reviews requests from organizations desiring student funds.
The senate next turned its attention to
the Miss Homecoming pageant and
corrected the rules, as published in the
Student Handbook, concerning the
event. The handbook calls for a public
pageant to be held on the Monday prior to
homecoming, for interviews of contestants by judges to be held on Tuesday,
and for voting for Miss Homecoming by
the student body to be held on Wednesday.
Neal Clamp, chairman of the General
Affairs Committee of the senate, explained
that, since the ten semi-finalists from
which the homecoming queen is selected
are chosen by the judges based on interviews and are traditionally announced
at the pageant, the handbook's timetable
prohibits normal homecoming procedure.
The senate remedied this by designating
that the pageant be held on Tuesday with
interviews coming on Monday. Election
day was moved from Wednesday to
Thursday to allow more time for preparing
photographs of the ten semi-finalists which
are placed at each polling station.
Also changed was the description of the
make-up of the panel of judges chosen to
rank homecoming displays. The handbook
states that two judges "must be employed
in a full-time capacity by the University."
The senate approved a change in this
wording which will allow as many as two

•such persons to serve as judges, but
replaces "must" with "may" thus giving
some flexibility to the restriction.
In other action taken by the legislature,
three new student organizations were
granted official recognition. The Sociology
Club, the Clemson University Square
Dancing Club, and Pi Delta Phi, an honor
society for students of French, were each
approved.
During the senate meeting, several
other matters were discussed. One of these
included proposed changes in the
University's academic dishonesty policy.
Mike Newman, chairman of the senate's
Academic Affairs Committee, explained
the changes which involve revising
penalities for first and second offenses of
cheating.
The changes would also make the
Student Relations Committee (a
University committee composed of faculty
members, a representative of the Office of
Student Affairs, and students) the final
appeals panel to handle grievances between students and teachers which are not
settled at a lower level.
Newman stated that the policy changes
are not yet in their final form and that it
will be a few more weeks before the senate
will be asked to vote on the matter. He
encouraged the senators to offer
suggestions on the policy.
The legislators were also informed of a
proposed policy presently under consideration by the Student Organizations
and Affairs Committee which would make
all space usuable by student organizations
for club rooms subject to temporary
reservations.
At this time, some organizations are
allowed to use University space on a
permanent basis.
Should the new policy go into effect, only
Taps, the Tiger, The Chronicle, WSBF,
Student Government, and the Student
Union would be given permanent space,
while all other student organizations would have to reserve needed space for limited
time periods. Organizations, other than
those mentioned, which now have permanent club rooms or other space would

have to vacate their places as of May.
It was announced that the Student
Organizations and Affairs Committee
would like to receive suggestions and
comments from student organizations,
especially from those organizations with
permanent space, on the proposed policy
before reporting the matter to the senate
for a vote.
Harold Price, vice president of the
student body, reported to the senate on the
most recent meeting of the president's
cabinet. Price stated that the cabinet had
discussed the need for an escort service to
be re-established for women walking to
and from resident parking lots at night.
The campus police had provided such a
service until recently when it was determined that the service was being abused
and presented a security hazard for other
parts of the campus. The hazard has been
explained as the result of having to use
policemen, who otherwise would be
patrolling the campus, to transport
students from the parking lots.
Price stated that University budget cuts
were also cited by the administration as
reasons why the escort service could no
longer be provided.
The vice president stated that the
cabinet had discussed two possible means
of raising money to pay the expenses of
providing the service. One suggestion calls
for raising activity fees, with the increased
revenue being earmarked for an escort
service. Another proposal would establish
a per-trip fee to be paid by persons using
the service. This fee would be at most a
quarter, according to Price.
Mike Baxley, chairman of the senate
committee on traffic and grounds and a
member of the University Traffic and
Parking Committee, added that provisions
of Title IX, an anti-discrimination piece of
federal legislation, could possible be
contrued to mean male students would
also have to be escorted should the
University reinstate the service as in the
past.
Baxley stated that the University
committee had also discussed the
possibility of the service being provided on

a fee basis, using University vans driven
by students.
The senate was interrupted at one point
during its meeting by a visit from Brantley
Harvey, lieutentant governor of South
Carolina. Harvey, who was on campus as a
guest of the Young Democrats Club, made
a few brief remarks to the legislature.
The next session of the senate will be
Monday night at 7:30 in Room 30 of
Brackett Hall.

Due to illness, John Cureton,
manager of tHe University
bookstore, has been unavailable
for an interview with the Tiger
for several days thus making it
impossible for the Tiger to
complete its series on textbook
purchasing options of students.
As soon as Cureton has recovered
and will speak with the Tiger, we
will present the study of the
bookstore that we promised last
week.

UNICEF
WORLD CHILD
EMERGENCY

the
PANTS G OR €TC

Anderson, S.C.
224-8578

TRAVEL CENTER
NOW OPEN
located in the YMCA (temporarily)
hrs.: 2:30-5:00 Tues.-Fri.

Levrs

Students, Faculty and Staff are
urged to use this free service

LEWS JEANS DENIM BELLS
Rugged pre-shrunk denim. The famous
LEVI'S* style and fit. Bell bottoms with just
the right amount of flare. Check the back
pocket ... the pocket tab tells you they're
authentic LEVI'S* jeans.

International Student ID Cards issued.
Airline, Train, Bus Schedules,
Charter Flights (Europe) Intormation
Free info, brochures, maps, etc.
Eurail pass, American Youth Hostel Card,
and Passport Applications.
Hotel & Local camping info.
—a service of your Student Union—
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Student government preparing
faculty evaluation questionaires

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE.,# 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

march of Dimes

THE GREEN LEAF
Gift? — Try a living plant or one
of our gift certificates.
Some items
1/2 price
nriM

Big supply off
fall fern baskets

University Square Mall 654-2112

y@yrd©ygh>
deli-style sandwiches -Mini-Man
phone 654-6895 for carry-outs

AKER'S DOZEN

The Executive Committee of student
government is in the process of preparing
a faculty evaluation form to be administered in each classroom during the
week of Oct. 20-24, according to Cecil
Walker, chairman of the committee.
Walker commented that the committee
is hoping to produce a better evaluation
form than the one used last year. He ad-

ded, "We hope the evaluation will be a vast
improvement over last year."
A major obstacle the committee is
trying to overcome is lack of help. Walker
stated, "Due to the increased amount of
work to be done, we are short of help.
Anyone interested in helping with this
project should call the Student Government office at 656-2151, me at 654-6115, or
Rocky Weldon at 654-1275."

'Promises, Promises'...
(continued from page four)
of the time audiences on different nights
will not laugh or react to the same things in
the play." "Also," he added, "at times the
audience will miss funny lines and react in
a humorous manner to things which were
not intended to be funny.
Many times the actors backstage find
themselves discussing just how a particular audience reacted to the performance." Glazener added "the response
of the audience to the play and the dif-

ferences in response from night to night is
one of the most fascinating parts about
being involved in acting."
Leslie Wade, who is performing her first
major part in a play by being Fran
Kubelik, summed up her feelings on this
production and the Clemson players by
commenting, "I have been very surprised
by how nice acting really is. Anyone can
get into it, and I would definitely urge
anyone interested in acting to perform."

ClilEITIA II

AT SENECA 882-2723
Keowee Village

TOM vs RON
LAUGHLIN O'NEAL

of "Billy Jack"

oT'Superfly"

Doughnuts - Cookies - Cakes
Juices - Coffee - Soft Drinks
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sun.
University Square - 302 Seneca Rd. Clemson
654-6827

Beat The Bulldogs!
Lynch's Drug Store

LAUGHI

r

AT THE '
pi&&S$&S^

STUDY HALL
DELIVERY SERVICE
for all items
6-11 p.m. 7 days a week
Call 654-3692
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LINCOLN KILPATRICK • GEO ANNE SOSA- BARBARA CARRERA • LALOSCHIFRIN
Executive Producer

Produced by

Directed by

DELORES TAYLOR • PHILIP PARSLOW FRANK LAUGHLIN
Copyright ® 1975 Avondale Productions, Inc. All rights [f-ftf-l PAKKTAL CUfDANCE SUUESTED
SOME MATEHlfcL MAY NOT BE ^
reserved. A Billy Jack Enterprises Presentation.
MT%X SUITABLE
>QR PRE-TEEHAGEBS*"*

Starts Friday, October 3 At Theaters Everywhere
Shows Fr. Sat. & Sun. - 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30

the Tiger
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THE GRADUATE WIVES Club will meet Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Center. Female graduate
students, graduate wives, and their families are invited
to this meeting. Entertainment will be magic tricks by
Do-Do the Clown.
PHI KAPPA PHI will hold a business meeting Friday,
4 p.m., in Strode Tower. Members are urged to attend.
SOUL-TRAVEL is the art of shifting one's attention
away from the material worlds into the worlds of true
beingness beyond energy, matter, time and space. Ekcankar, ancient science of soul-travel and the path of
total awareness, will be the subject of an introductory
lecture Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. in room 215 Daniel.
AERO CLUB will meet Monday in room A-101, P&A at
8 p.m. Films and a flight to the mountains will be
discussed.
OUTING CLUB will meet Wednesday. 8 P.m.. room 103
Godfrey. There will be a debate on the Congaree Swamp.
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP of Ciemson will consider
their religious education program, Sunday 10:30 a.m., in
the YMCA. Dillman Sorrells will review, for the
fellowship, overall plans of courses to be offered to
children in different age groups. There will also be a
discussion of the objectives and goals for the church
school.
ANYONE INTERESTED in forming a motorcycle club
should come to a drop-in Thursday, 7:30 p.m., at the
YMCA.
AED INVITES all who are interested to come hear the
acting dean of the College of Dental Medicine at
Charleston, Dr. Haisten, Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., Room
301 Kinard. Dr. Haisten will speak on current trends in
dental medicine.
SKI CLUB will meet Tuesday, 8 p.m. in room 415
Daniel. Remember to bring money for dues, $6, and for
T-shirts, $2.50. Sweaters will be on sale.
SOCIETY FOR THE Advancement of Management
will meet Wednesday in room 301 Sirrine.at 7 p.m. Rocky
Hale, a part-time undergraduate at Ciemson and
proprietor of Nature's Way, will be the guest speaker.

HELP WANTED: College campus representative
needed to sell brand name stereo components to students
at lowest prices. High commission paid and no investments are required. Please address serious inquiries
only to: Fad Components, Inc., 20 Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New Jersey 07006, or call Jerry Diamond at 201-2276814.

REWARD: a refractometer disappeared from 214
Kinard the week of Sept. 1 and has not been returned.
This is a piece of scientific equipment which could be of
no possible use to anyone not engaged in our type of
research. A reward of $40 will be paid for its return or
information leading to its return. Contact L. Larcom or
the physics secretary at 3417.

CONFERRAL (tm) has what it takes to make it
possible for single, divorced and widowed persons to
meet compatible persons of the opposite sex. For complete information, without obligation mail your name,
address and signature to: Comferral (tm), P.O. Box
1426, Anderson, S.C. or phone 287 4099.

JOBS ON SHIPS: American and Foreign. No experience is required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. J-14, Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

FOR SALE: One Goodyear 6.95-14 tire. It has never
been used — I'll sell it for $20 or best offer. Call Steve,
656 7000.
FOR SALE: Peek a poo puppies, 7 weeks old, for $50.
Call 654-5910.

PERSONAL: Wanted any room in trade for my 7th
floor Lever room. Must change as soon as possible but
not later than Homecom ing. Please call me. My name is
Runnin Scared.
XMASIN EUROPE: Call or write Educational Flights
of N.C. Inc.; Box 5385, University Station; Raleigh, N.C.
27607. Ph. 919-833-2111.

LOST: Three pairs of jeans in Dillard Laundry last Sun
day night. If found, call 8420or return to Cope.

Union Events

SKI THE Rocky Mountains. Join a group trip to Vail,
Colorado for eight days during Christmas break. For
information call David Odom at 6522.
PERSONAL: Janet, I got your message; I love you too.
Leighton.
FOR SALE:
a 1970 Pontiac Lemans in excellent
condition. It has ower steering, air conditioning, bucket
seats, and two new front tires. If interested call John at
654-1888.
LOST: a pair of silver wire rim glasses, student ID, activity card, and meal ticket. Reward offered. Call
Diane Armen at 8409.
FOR SALE: Marantz 2245 stereo receiver. Dual 1218
turntable with Shure M91ED cartridge, and Bose 501
series II loudspeakers for $700. Call Jerry Gambrell at
654 4471.

FRIDAY OCT. 3
MOVIE: "Bang the Drums Slowly," 7 and 9 p.m.,
regular admission, "Y" theatre, through Saturday.
"HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION Fights 1947 74," and
"Jim Croce" concert video tapes shown in skylight
lounge of Student Union Building, through Wed., from
noon until closing.

MONDAY OCT. 6
CERAMIC BEADS and Jewelry short course. Industrial Ed. Dep't, 7-10 p.m.
BICYCLE TOURING short course, Rm. 1 of YMCA, 78:30 p.m., no charge.
YOGA SHORT course, Rm. 2, YMCA, 8-9:15 p.m.
POISE, POSTURE and Modeling short course,, TV
Room of YMCA, 79 p.m.
PING PONG ladder tournament begins, ends Nov. 21,
sign up by Friday.
MOVIE: "Longest Yard," 6:50 and 9 p.m., regular
admission, YMCA theatre, through Wednesday.
TUESDAY, OCT. 7
CROCHET short course, Rm. 1 of "Y," 7-9 p.m.
WOODCARVING short course, Rm. 2 of "Y," 7-9 p.m.
SQUARE DANCE short course, lobby of Food Ind ,
Bldg. 7-9 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 8
MAKE-UP short course, Merle Norman studio, 7-9
p.m.
ELBERT BROWN basket'weaver, 10:30p.m., student
union plaza.
AN EVENING with SC Filmmakers presents An
Evening with Gretchen Robinson, Senate Chambers, 8
p.m., no charge.

SUNDAY OCT. 5
FREE FLICK: "The Lady or the Tiger," "The Lottery," "Time of the Barbarians," "The Undoing," "The
Violin," "Foibles," 8 p.m., "Y" theatre.

THURSDAY, OCT. 9
GUITAR short course, Rm. 1 of "Y," 7 8 p.m.

8 BALL TOURNAMENT begins at 2 p.m., register by
Friday at the Union Information Desk.

MOVIE: "Airport 1975," 7 and 9p.m., "Y" theatre.

Claaaifwds
LOST: Gold colored Mark V lighter of great sentimental value, Saturday, on the track behind the frat
quad. If found please call Charlie, 656-8260. A reward is
offered.
PERSONAL: Dear Steve, I love you. Ann
FOR SALE: wedding invitations and announcements,
engraved and beauty-graved calling cards, informals,
and stationery. Contact Isaqueena Services, 101 Lark St.,
654-3111.

ABORTION AND
BIRTH CONTROL

Information And Referral-No Fee
Referral Up To 24 Weeks. General
Anesthesia.
Vasectomy and Tubal Ligation
Also Available.
Free Pregnancy Test. Call PCS,
Non-Prof it...

WRANGLER* SPORTSWEAR
offers a course in the new classics
with a western style jacket and
jeans of authentic Cone Indigo denim
This 100% cotton heavy-weight denim
really makes the grade with good
looks, tots of comfort, and practical
value. Big bell jean for sizes 27-42;
jacket in 32-46. Sanforized. Fully
guaranteed by Wrangler. Ask for
Wrangler Sportswear at your
favorite store. |rV\TI£k<

denim

202-298-7995

FOR PIZZAS
& SUBS
CALL

654-6990
Fast Free Delivery

Cone mokes fabrics people live in;
I

October X 1975

CONE MILLS I 1440 BROADWAY. NEW YORK, NY 10018
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Winning logo to go on police cars and patches
Dave Farmer
News Writer
An emblem designed by a Clemson
student was recently chosen for use by the
Clemson city police department as a logo
for the department's patrol cars Brooks
Holmes, a third-year architecture student,
designed the logo as a class project.
Donald Collins, associate professor of
architecture, said that a rapport was
established between architecture students
of the University and the city police this
summer when the city was renovating the
jail. The renovation was used as a project
for architecture students, although the
resulting ideas were not to be used by the
city.
During the second session of summer
school, it came to the attention of Collins
that the city police were interested in
finding a symbol that would set them apart
from both the campus police and the
county police. Collins contacted Wayne
Wardlaw, Clemson police chief, and the
two decided to make it a project for
Collin's architecture students. The title of
the project was COPS: Clemson Official
Police Symbol.
When architecture projects are
reviewed, a jury consisting of students,
professors, and any other interested
persons are set up to judge the projects.
In this case, Wardlaw, City Counselman
James Whitlock, and Counselwoman Mary
Dusenberry served as members of the
jury. At this jury, the students' logos were
taped onto a police car to see how they
looked in place.

The logos were taken to the city counsel
meeting, following which Whitlock called
an impromptu meeting of the Traffic and
Safety Committee of which he is chairman. Holmes's display was chosen as the
best by the committee and he was
awarded twenty-five dollars.
"At the time, it was just for the prize,"
said Whitlock, "but the police liked it."
Wardlaw commented that the Holmes
design was "not so over-powering as the
old decals with the eagle and everything."
The logo has a "C" and a "P" on it
standing for Clemson Police. There is a
star in a circle between the two letters. So
the "C" and the "P" with the circle between them spell the word "COP." The
emblem is in reflective, electric blue.
Holmes said he came up with the symbol
by playing with ideas. "COP was both
accidental and planned," he said.
Said Whitlock, "There was a cleanness
to it. Another with stars and a slogan
'People Helping People' was good, but
something was missing. We liked being
able to read "COP" in it. Others were too
much like a business interest."
Whitlock said that the Traffic and Safety
Committee was not unanimous in its
decision, "but it was very close to it."
Dusenberry said she thought that the
logo was "exceptionally good. I think it's
interesting and exciting that university
students and city officials are working
together."
Whitlock said that the logo will soon be
put on the sides of the police cars and will
possibly be used on shoulder patches for
the members of the force.

HOLMES

few

Old
Pendleton
Road
Behind
Armory

SUPEH MARKETS!!
CLOSE MON., TUE., WED.-7:00 PM
THUR., FRL, SAT-9:00 PM

160 Budweiser
i6oz.Schlitz
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CHICKEN WITH RICE

if for

GROUND BEEF
Quantity rights reserved
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PIZZA
Hot from the oven freshly prepared
and baked perfectly for your
enjoyment

WILDERNESS
OUTFITTERS
107 E. EARLE

0 for 1

3 HOUR FIRE LOGS

r

six-pack

CAMPBELL'S SOUP (10.5 0Z. CANS)
CREAM OF CHICKEN

•fatmrs

BEHIND FIRST NATIONAL IN LAWRENCE CLEANERS BUILDING
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ON SALE
Selected Universal
a
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The Best Pack Selection
In The Carolina's
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Transplanting your wildflowers
An interesting and unusual feature in the
home landscape is the wild flower garden.
Available in the wild are shrubs, flowering
trees, background materials, and an
assortment of flowers—a selection so
varied that at any given time in the spring,
summer, or fall, something will be
blooming. These flowers are not only
beautiful, but useful.
Such plants are the medicinal herbs,
garlic, mint, rubarb, lucky clovers, and,
last but certainly not least, hemp. Many
plants first found in the wild are used in
their original or hybridized form for
landscape purposes. Such plants include
Cornus florida (dogwood) and Cercis
canadensis (reebud). Many common
garden flowers are never considered wild,
but where else could they have come
from? Examples are clematis, narcissus,
chrysanthemum, salvia, phlox, violets,
columbine, and many others.
Collection of these plants should be
made when they are not in bloom. In the
case that they cannot be identified
otherwise, as in the case of dormancy, this
will have to be ignored. Plants should be
gathered in the early morning or late
afternoon, not in the heat of the day, and
replanted as soon as possible.
One should be careful while digging to
remove the whole root system and damage
it as little as possible. Place the plant in a
plastic bag with wet paper and keep it out
of the sun. Pruning devices may be
necessary to cut away other roots and
obstacles, but try to leave the area as
untouched as possible. Take note of the
habitat, position, and soil. Transplanting

Birth defects
are forever.
Unless you help.
March of Dimes

FOR PIZZAS
&SUBS

Plant Clini

will be the most successful when the environment is nearly duplicated. Take
adequate soil with the plant to reduce the
shock of its new home, but try to mend the
area where you dug by replacing any other
seedling that might have been uprotted
and smoothing the area.
Never take all the plants that are in the
area. Take only a specimen and leave the
others to reseed and multiply. Be careful
not to dig rare or protected plants; know
what you are looking for or else you will
not be able to care for it properly. Park
sites are not the place to dig up flowers,

CALL

but a construction site where the plants
will eventually be uprooted is ideal.
Careful planning and maintenance of
your garden yield a natural informal
beauty that is usually only captured in
those places people normally visit for a
vacation. Look around you and see what
can be learned from nature's landscape
design.
A plant sale sponsored by the Horticulture Club and the Student Union will
be held Oct. 23,24 and 25 at the new Union
building. More details later.

654-6990
Fast Free Delivery

NOW OPEN

UNIVERSITY STEREO

Texos Instruments
electronic calculator
with memory
T1-2550

Texas Instruments
electronic calculator

49

95

Texas Instruments
slide rule calculator
SR-50

TH200

University Square Shopping Mall 654-4400
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Lowe named sociology department head
One reason Jay Lowe came to Clemson
University as head of the sociology
department is that Clemson doesn't offer a
Ph.D. in sociology.
Lowe, who earned his doctorate at the
University of Tennessee, contends a lot of
schools that are giving Ph.D.s shouldn't
be, "to the point that there may be a glut
on the market in the future."
He sees Clemson's sociology department

as a developing one with "congenial,
hardworking, competent people."
"A confirmed Southeasterner," Lowe
came to Clemson this fall after seven
years at the University of Georgia. Lowe's
major efforts in sociological research have
been directed toward the judicial process
and prisoner rehabilitation.
Concerning the judicial process, he says,
"Justice is not blind. Rather, justice is a

WSBF-FM Presents
Tues., 7 p.m. - "Progressively Speaking": Food Service On Campus.
Representatives of ARA and the Student Committee on Dining
Halls will be interviewed.
Wed., 7 p.m. - Student government interview with Sam Ingram.
Thurs., 7 p.m. - Sport Talk.

r®@ugh>
deli-style sandwiches <£££*
phone 654-6895 for carry-outs

negotiable process." He explained this
statement by citing the negotiability of a
speeding violation penalty. He said that in
the absence of a firm policy everyone
driving over the speed limit will be
charged with breaking the law. Some
people will get tickets and some will get
warnings, depending on the violator's
attitude, appearance, and type of car. This
negotiable system closely parallels the
situation in our court system, according to
Lowe.
In the area of prisoner rehabilitation,
Lowe is of the belief that past research in
this area has had to rely too heavily on
unconfirmed information from inmates.
However, he feels research in this area is
improving.
The outcome of such research, he
contends, is the producing of evidence that
rehabilitation programs can be worthwhile, particularly for young prisoners
who are imprisoned for relatively minor
offenses.
For older persons who are more set in

/* ~^^^^S

SR-5IA
*I24.95
SR-50A
51.95
SR-16
53.95
OTHER MODELS AT LOW
PRICES. TOO!!

l
J
J

a* SHIPPED FREE «

The Refectory is open from 11:30 a.m. until the
club closes at night. We feature a luncheon
special served daily from noon until 2:00 p.m.
One of the favorite items on our menu is the
REFECTORY BURGER, a large, 6 oz. hamburger
pattie that we make ourselves. This is served
with all the trimmings including kosher dill
pickle and potato chips. Starting October 7
we will be serving the most unusual sandwiches
in the Clemson area. Come on down and have
lunch with us.

FOR CARRY-OUT SERVICE
CALL 654-4829
page 16
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CALCULATORS WILL Bf SHIPPED UPON HE- E
9J#U
CtlVIHG YOUR MONET ORDER OR CHECK OR V
flf
*E HILL SHIP C.O.B.
( ADO «5< C.0.0.
^^^B"
flV N.C. CUSTOMERS ADD 3% SULIS TAX

Surveyor* Supply Company
104 f. CHATHAM STREET

APEI. NORTH CAROLINA
(919) 362-7000

Did you know that in addition to offering live
entertainment nightly. The Grocery also offers
the finest food in Clemson? Our restaurant,
known as The Refectory, offers a full-line menu
from hot dogs to steaks.

Lowe thinks that "ultimately we are
going to discover that the major problem
we have in the United States with young
people up through their teenage years is
not under-nutrition or malnutrition, but
over-nutrition."
In his personal life, the sociologist is a
gourmet cook and an avid camper and
traveler. He and his family have traveled
throughout the United States as well as
visiting Venezuela and Colombia.

1,'; Texas Inst/uments
^-t electronic cdcJcfcys

P.O. BOX 999

When was the last time you
had a good, old-fashioned
hamburger?

criminal ways, rehabilitation attempts are
less likely to be effective, Lowe says.
Another area of interest to Lowe, and
one he expects to become one of his most
fruitful fields of research, involves the
effect of nutrition on behavior. His approach is to study the sociological factors
that lead to eating certain foods in certain
quantities.
He says different families decide what to
eat according to their educational
background, buying habits, food
preparation, and meal schedules.

27591

The terrifying motion picture
from the terrifying No. 1 best seller.
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Amity Island had everything
Clear skies.
Gentle s«rf.
Warm Water.
People flocked mere
every summer.
It was the perfect feeding ground.
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Trailing the tiger

Now that team is no. 1, perfection Ib's goal
by Steve Ellis
Sport editor
The Clemson soccer team's recent claim
to the number one ranking in the nation
and its 13-0 blitz of Jacksonville has done
little to mellow coach I. M. Ibrahim's
boastful goals and predictions. Now his
goal is perfection, no less.
"We have been playing pretty well,"
Ibrahim said, "but not perfect. I think I
know what perfection is and I have set our
goals accordingly. Once we start playing
according to these goals we will annihilate
our opponents."
If perfection means making good every
shot, annihilation would be mild compared
to the outcomes possible. In the Tiger's
past three games they have had 42 shots
against Erskine, 53 against Jacksonville
and 40 against Dublin. A 53-0 Tiger victory
in soccer?—Well, not exactly, according to
the Ibrahim qualifiers that go with such
terms as "perfection" and "annihilate."
"I set very high standards," Ibrahim
stated. "We have and probably will make
mistakes but many, if not all, can be
eliminated. Sunday was the first time I
have been really pleased with the team—
they played well. We can't score
everytime but in games like Erskine we
missed shots we shouldn't have."
As for Ibrahim's usage of the word
"annihilate", his comments concerning
the upcoming St. Louis game best
exemplify the loose manner in which his
words are sometimes meant. "If we play
like we did last Sunday and have a good
day we could beat the hell out of them (St.
Louis). But in this league beating the hell
out of a team means two or three goals."
Yet with all the ifs and but's and other
qualifiers he uses, Ibrahim is still your
basic "tell it like it is coach." Compared to
colleagues that hide behind "I know we've
played 10 games but it's still too early to
say how good we are" statements "lb" is
unusually bold and frank.
"I guess I'm like Dietzel (Paul, I
assume)," Ibrahim admitted. "I'll tell you
how good I think the team is. The only
difference is that I back uo what I sav."
Matter-of-factly, Ibrahim thus far has
backed up his pre-season predictions. He
has done so of course, with some
assistance from what he calls "probably
the most talented team in the nation."
Already the team has beaten a favored
Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville
team at home. His team followed that up
Last week's 6-3 average for
the staff indicates that those
early morning deadlines had
not yet taken their toll. But
such a trend is not to be this
week as several staff members led by sports editor Steve
Ellis have gone a little too far
in picking this week's outcomes. Michigan State over
Notre Dame, UCLA over Ohio
State, Western Michigan over
Bowling Green and Wake
Forest over bye.
The latter game could be
this week's biggie. Whatever
the results expect a change in
staff standings come Sunday
morning.
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QUICK AND SKILLFUL, Damian Ogunsuyi strides over a fallen Erskine defender as the
Tigers set up on offense. The Tiger had 42 shots against Erskine. Clemson hosts SL Louis
Sunday at 2 p.m.
with victories over Madison, Erskine,
one of the best if not the best disciplined
Jacksonville and Dublin University. In
teams I have had. There have been no
those games the Tigers allowed only
problems."
two goals while scoring 28 themselves.
Included in this gamble was the question
As a result the team achieved a status no
of how well the styles of the new players
and the old ones would blend. "Ibrahim
other Clemson team has achieved- a
number one national ranking — and
commented, "The old players were
fulfilled Ibrahim's prediction that the
basically more defense-oriented. They
team may be the nation's best.
tackled the ball (action of taking ball from
In a role which complements that of
opponent) hard last year, but I think the
being bold he is also a gambler, at least in
new players have had an effect on them
terms of what he did in comprising this
mellowing down. We still get called,
year's squad.
however.
"Personally, I took a gamble but I
"The new players have also had a
thought it was a good one," Ibrahim expositive influence on attack, they have a
plained. "I was apprehensive towards
quick release on the ball."
injecting a new culture into the team. I
The old players in turn have influenced
thought they might clash."
the new players' style of defense. Whereas
Last year's squad consisted primarily of
the Nigerians do not emphasize hard
defense, last year's players introduced
mostly of players from such countries as
this to them.
Guyana and Jamaica. Ibrahim's newest
Overall, Ibrahim believes the "team
recruits have come from Nigeria.
"I think it may have been the best thing
both on and off the field is blending well.
that happened," Ibrahim continued. "The
But playing-wise the blend has not been
players get along great together and this is
perfect."
•

But Ibrahim, the boastful predictor and
gambler, is also a realist, when it comes to
other team problems in addition to the
blending of old and new.
"Injuries have not hurt us as of yet,"
Ibrahim stated, "but I have been concerned with a few players that seem to be
injury prone. But when you have a
tremendous group of athletes performing
at top level someone is going to get hurt.
We have a capable backup eleven that
won't ruin play if they come in, but you like
to use starters if you can."
Damian Ogunsuyi, Ibrahim's left wing,
has missed several games, including the
SIU contest. Ibrahim considers him an
important asset to the Tiger's attack.
Goalie Dennis Carringtori has had a slight
injury as have Gordon Alphonso and
Christian Nwokocha.
In addition to injuries Ibrahim has also
been concerned with his team's play
during the Erskine game. "After we attained a 2-0 lead, we lost our concentration," the soccer mentor commented. "When this occurs we then take a
chance on an upset by an inferior team. We
also went back to holding the ball."
Although it is this holding of the ball (or
as us less knowlegable soccer fans would
call hotdogging) that the fans enjoy, it is
something Ibrahim feels could, cost the
Tigers a game.
But nothing deters the boasting and
brings out the seriousness in Ibrahim more
than a tough soccer game such as the one
with St. Louis Sunday.
St. Louis has won 10 out of 16 national
championships and although the team is
now only ranked nineth nationally,
Ibrahim feels they are definitely among
the best four in the nation. "They are very
tough in spite of their 5-2 record.
"St. Louis is strong in the midfield and is
a very disciplined team. They have had
some trouble with their goalie—already
teams have scored four goals on them and
no one has done that since 1966. They will
give us a great game. They like beating
foreign teams, and will have to do all we
can do to beat them."
But in the end it is always the confident
side of Ibrahim that dominates and his
warnings about foes are lost in gems such
as these: "I want to win them all, we have
14 more to go and it won't be easy. We may
lose, so what, as long as it's not in the
playoffs.
"I want to be national champions with
no-doubters."

.•

ictions

Sports staff
Games

John
Rowntree
(18-10)

Don
Kapp
(17-11)

Blake
Banta
(14-12)

Kerry
Capps
(14-12)

Steve
Ellis
(14-12)

Guest Predictor
R. C. Edwards
(15-13)

Chuck
Vinson
(15-13)

Baylor-USC
Western Mich-Bowling Green
Penn-Dartmouth
NC State-Indiana
Texas A&M-Kanses State
Florida-LSU
Syracuse-Maryland
Missouri-Michigan
Michigan St.-Notre Dame
Navy-Air Force
NE Louisianna-NW State
Ohio State-UCLA
VMI-Furtnan
San Jose St.-California
Colorado-Oklahoma
Arkansas-Texas Christian
Clemson-Georgia
Kentucky-Penn State
Temple-Cincinnati
St. Louis-Clemson (soccer)
Wake Forest-Bye

Baylor
WM
Dartmouth
State
A8.M
Florida
Maryland
Mich.
ND
Air Force
NEL
OSU
VMI
San Jose
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Ga.
State
Temple
Clemson
Bye

Baylor
WM
Dartmouth
State
A&M
Florida
Maryland
Mich.
ND
Navy
NEL
OSU
VMI
Calif.
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Clemson
State
Temple
Clemson
Wake

Baylor
B. G.
Penn.
Indiana
A&M
LSU
Maryland
Miss.
ND
Navy
NW State
OSU
VMI
San Jose
Oklahoma
TCU
Ga.
State
Cincinnati
Clemson
Bye

Baylor
WM

Baylor
B. G.
Penn.
State
A&M
Florida
Syracuse
Tie
MSU
Navy
NEL
UCLA
VMI
Calif.
Oklahoma
TCU
Clemson
State
Cincinnati
Clemson
Wake

Baylor
B. G.
Penn.
State
A&M
Florida
Maryland
Mich.
NO
Navy
NEL
OSU
Furman
Calif.
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Clemson
State
Temple
Clemson
Later

Baylor
B. G.
Dartmouth
State
A&M
LSU
Maryland
Miss.
ND
Navy
NW State
UCLA
VMI
San Jose
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Ga.
State
Cincinnati
Clemson
Wake

State
A&M
LSU
Mich.
ND
NEL
UCLA
VMI
Calif.

State
Wake

Jack A.
McKenzie
(ll-e)

use

B. G.
Penn.
Indiana
State
Florida
Syracuse
Mich.
ND
Air Force
NEL
OSU
Furman
Calif.
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Ga.
State
Temple
Clemson
Wake
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Tiger netters place second in own tourney
Clemson's tennis team treated new head
coach Chuck Kriese to a second place
finish in the first annual Clemson Fall
Tennis Classic held this past weekend.
Clemson dropped an 8-1 decision to South
Carolina Friday then routed Presbyterian
College 9-0 Friday afternoon. Saturday,
the Tiger netters blanked Furman 9-0. USC
won its three matches to take first place
honors. Clemson was second, followed by
Furman and Presbyterian.
The Tiger's lone victory against
Carolina was the result of upset by
Clemson's number one player, Bengt
Ronnerman, over Carolina's Clyde
Skasestad in straight sets. Ronnerman is a
walk-on. Against Carolina, Clemson lost
several close matches which would have
n?' -owed the margin of victory.
Against Furman the netters were faced
with seven matches in which they had to
come from behind. Ward Snyder's effort
was typical of Saturday's action as his
match went 1-6, tiebreaker, 6-4.
Coach Kriese was disappointed "over
the loss to USC but expressed confidence in
his team's ability. "We will be able to give
them some kind of match by spring," he
said.
"My immediate worries are concerned
with the lack of scholarships I have to
work with next spring," Kriese continued.

"The NCAA is cutting back on tennis aid.
We have one scholarship available now,
but none will be available for next fall."
As a result of this Kriese is concerned
with matches against Duke of North
Carolina and Maryland this spring.
The women's tennis team scored a 9-0
opening season win over Anderson College
last week at Anderson.
Coach Mary Kennerty said she was
pleased with the performance of her team.
"Last year we had a tough time with
Anderson and toward the beginning of the
singles I thought we were in for a repeat,
but the players really came through,"
Kennerty said.
Freshman Vicki Eynon currently holds
down the first position for the team,
followed by sophomores Carol Downie,
Cinday Kirkham and Paula Williams;
junior Susan Wagner, the top-seeded
player from a year ago; and freshmen
Marie Lewbesberry Susan Tonas and
Molly McCoy.
Also competing for positions are
sophomore Kim Holmquist and freshman
Vaiyhan Askew.
The team will be in action again this
Friday when the Tigers host Columbia
College at noon.

Harriers up record to 3-1
Saturday was only halfway
disappointing for the Clemson cross country
team. The Tigers traveled to Furman
University to take-on the Paladins in a dual
meet, but to their surprise a University of
South Carolina team was there also, and
the scheduled dual meet became a double
dual meet.
The three teams ran in one race but
separate scores were kept. The final
results were: Furman 20—South Carolina
45, Furman 20—Clemson 45, Clemson 28—
South Carolina 29.
The Tigers lost to a strong Furman
team, but then defeated the University of
South Carolina by one point.
Coach Jim Moor head said of the team's
effort, "The team was flat after running
the 10-mile race at Stone Mountain the
week before. We didn't have enough time
to recover between meets."
Moorhead did point out a bright spot
though, "It's nice to know that even on a
bad day we can still beat those
Gamecocks."
Dean Matthews ran a fine race for the
Tigers. Even though Matthew ran a 30:34,
his fastest six-mile race ever, he only took

second place.
Dave Buechler, who injured his leg in
the 10-mile race two weeks ago, was
second for the team and eighth in the race.
Dave Geer, twelfth in the race, assured
himself a place in the Tigers' top five.
Freshman Tom Rasch moved into the
number four position on the team,
finishing 17th in the race.
Close behind Rasch was Florida Junior
College transfer Kevin Collins. Collins is
recovering from a leg injury, which held
him back in the two previous meets.
Herman Jutzeler, still fighting off a cold
that kept him out of practice last week,
placed 23rd. Jutzeler will be fighting his
way through the ranks to once again
secure a spot in the Tigers' top five.
Bill Middleton, Gary Ramey and David
Wright ran 25th, 26th and 27th to finish it up
for the Tigers.
Coach Moorheads' thoughts on this
Saturday's meet are, "The team should be
well rested and ready to re-group."
The Tigers take on Baptist College and
the Citadel this Saturday at 10:30 a.m. on
their home course behind Jervey Athletic
Center.

Softball playoffs begin
Playoffs for the softball league begins
Monday with 16 of the original 140 teams
seeing action in the double-elimination
tournament. Teams will be selected from
■ the four divisions in the following manner:
Upperclass - eight, Fraternity - four,
freshmen - two, and graduate - two.
Landers in the fraternity league in
contention for the eight places are Sigma
Nu Eagles (5-0), Phi Delta Theta Blue (40) Beta Blues (4-0), Epsilon Lions (4-0) and
Kappa Sigma Snappers (3-0).
In the upperclass league the leaders, all
with 4-0 records are the Honkies, Neanords
Losers, Mud City Manglers, Trojans,
Mean Geen, Mix-Ups, Mean Machine and
the Kids.

In the freshman division, the leaders are
the Greenwood Emealds and the OK's,
both with 5-0 records. In womens play
Study Hall (5-0), Roaches (5-0), Tiger Den
(4-1) and Kappa Alpha Theta are the
leaders.
Touch football is one of several sports
for which leagues will be started this
month. Those interested in the league
should sign up by October 15 in Fike.
A RAQUETBALL TOURNAMENT
WILL BEGIN Monday with participants
competing in round-robin fashion. Those
interested may still sign up. A horseshoe
single elimination tournament will also
begin October 13.
___/' for $13.95 - reg. ir.ra
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67 Georgia-Clemson contest hard to equal
by Don Kapp
Sports Writer

The Clemson-Georgia game of 1967 was
one of the finest games ever played between the two schools. Georgia football was
in its prime in these days and the Bulldogs
were ranked fifth in the nation. Clemson,
although perhaps not the power it was in
the late 50's, was still very highly regarded.
The game was played at Death Valley.
Few fans in attendance are likely to forget
this exciting encounter anytime in the near
future.
Coach Frank Howard's team was
composed of some of the best talent
Clemson has ever assembled on one team.
Some of the offensive stars were left
guard Harry Olszewski (consensus AUAmerican), right tackle Wayne Mass (AilAmerican), center Wayne Mulligan (still a
starter for the New York Jets), and
tailback Buddy Gore (All ACC), Clemson's
all-time leading rusher.
The quarterbacks included Jimmy
Addison (All-ACC Scholastic) and Charlie
Waters (presently a starter at defensive
back for the Dallas Cowboys).
The Clemson defense was also excellent,
with All-ACC performers Jimmy Catoe,
Ronnie Ducworth, Butch Sursavage, and
Frank Liberatore, among others.
Combining these stars with some of the
luminaries on the Georgia team gave the
confrontation the look of an all-star game.
Starring for the Dogs were offensive
tackle Edgar Chandler (consensus AllAmerican), defensive tackle Bill Stanfill,

and safety Jake Scott, both of whom are
presently standouts with the Miami
Dolphins.
The first half of the game was one of
relative frustration for Clemson. The
promising drives were thwarted by interceptions of Addison passes. Jake Scott's
35-yard interception return set up one
Georgia touchdown.
Clemson could manage only a 27-yard
field goal by Steedley Candler, and was
down 17-3 at halftime.
The second half saw a sudden reversal in
Tiger fortunes, however, as Clemson
scored two third quarter touchdowns,
evening the game up at 17-17.
An interesting twist in this classic game
was provided by Georgia's Kent
Lawrence, who sprinted 14 yards around
right end for the winning touchdown, in the
fourth quarter. Lawrence was a local
product, from Daniel High School in
Clemson.
In assessing the game effort, Coach
Howard concluded, "We were in bad shape
on passing. Our quarterbacks are gonna
have to learn to throw that ball before we
go out there and start a passing game."
When Clemson plays Georgia this
Saturday in Athens, the Tigers hopefully
will not have the same difficulty passing
the ball as did the 1967 team.
Freshman quarterback Willie Jordan
demonstrated against Georgia Tech last
week that he knows how to effectively put
the ball in the hands of his receivers.
Jordan's performance which earned him
ACC offensive back of the week, suggests
great things for Clemson's future.

The return of Neal Jetton to the offensive
line should help the running game and
pass-protection considerably. If coach
Parker could find solutions to problems
with the play at the defensive end and
middle guard positions, the defense will be
much stronger.
The Bulldogs will throw an equally
strong offensive unit at the Tigers' defense
this Saturday. Dooley will have two very
able quarterbacks to choose from in Matt

Robinson and Ray Goff.
Robinson led the Southeastern Conference in passing last year, completing 60
of 121 for an average gain of 21.9 per
completion.
However, against the Gamecocks last
Saturday Goff had succeeded where
Robinson had failed in leading the
Bulldog's veer offense on several key
drives.

Of soccer and stats

*

For doubters this contest is for real, with real people winning and real gift certificates being given away by The Tiger Sports Shop. Winners for the past three
games have been Mack Donaldson, Doug Jennings and Robert Harrison.
As usual circle winner and predict the total corner kicks and saves of both Clemson
and its opponents combined. Predictions for the St Louis game must be brought up to
Tiger by Saturday night A box will be available at the St. Louis game for those
predicting the Clemson-IUinois game. These entries can also be brought to the Tiger
by Thursday night

CLEMSON VS. ST. LOUIS
Score

CLEMSON VS. ILLINOISCHICAGO CIRCLE
Score

Total Corner Kicks

Total Corner Kicks

Shots Saved

Shots Saved

NAME

PHONE

>

ANNOUNCING THE GREATEST
PHOTOFINISHING PROGRAM
EVER TO HIT CLEMSON!
* FREE1

REPLACEMENT ROLL OF FILM WITH EACH ROLL OF PRINTS
THAT YOU BRING IN FOR DEVELOPING.

* FREE!

PARKER ALBUM PAGE WITH EACH PRINTING ORDER THAT
YOU BRING IN.

* FREE!

PLASTIC SLIDE PAGE WITH EACH ROLL OF COLOR SLIDES
PROCESSED.

* FREE*

8" X 10" AND 5" X 7" COLOR ENLARGEMENT WITH EVERY
25.00 WORTH OUR PHOTO-FINISHING ENVELOPES.

$

NIGHT FILM DROP FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE!
2-3 DAY SERVICE ON MOST ORDERSH^'SK
clemson 654-6900

KODAK PROCESSING AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
October % 1975
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By R. Corbin Houchins
THE WINE SNOB DEBUNKED
Benjamin Franklin said, "Wine is
constant proof that God loves us and loves
to see us happy."
Unfortunately, some people aren't
happy with wine unless they can reduce its
appreciation to arguments akin to the
number of angels that can be accommodated on the head of a pin.
To be sure, the glories of the grape are
many and various. The last thing we need,
however, is another self-proclaimed
pundit swirling a glass and talking about
the Gay-Lussac equation while claiming to
perceive Gregorian chants and the Rites of
Dionysius in the wine.
Just as one need not be a botanist to
appreciate a rose or a meterologist to
delight in a sunset, you need not be an
enologist to enjoy a glass of wine.
It may be that wine snobs exist because
table wine, the kind of wine that increases
the pleasure of food (and hence the most
important category from an aesthetic
standpoint), is relatively new to America.
For a long time, the pleasures of table
wine have been taken for granted by
American families with strong European
heritages and by the upper class. But until
relatively recently, only a minority of
wines shipped in America were table
wines. Only in 1969 did table wines make
up the majority of shipments. Since then,
the category has grown steadily both
absolutely and relative to other types.
One of the by-products of the new

popularity of fine wine was the wine snob,
ready to dictate, pontificate, and obfuscate. There were special glasses to
consider the appropriate wine with each
dish, not to mention correct temperatures
and serving procedures. And the wines
themselves had to be from places with
strange and confusing names.
Fortunately, the consumer has
discovered that enjoyment of table wine is
not complicated. In the marketplace, if a
wine is priced right, looks good, smells
good, and tastes good, that is sufficient
cause to buy it.
What some wine drinkers haven't
realized is that straight-forward standards
of what looks, smells, and tastes good are
applicable to all wines. There is no compendium of tasting secrets known only to
people who can say Grand Echezeaux five
times fast. When the fundamentals are
known, with a little practice you will
discover that wines disdained by the snobs
may stand very comfortably beside those
famous European names. More importantly, you will find you are comfortable enough with good wines to share
Ben Franklin's relaxed attitude — and that
is the most important step toward real
appreciation.
In my next three columns, we'll take a
close look at tasting techniques.
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